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ABSTRACT
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF VACCINE AND MASK SENTIMENTS IN

COVID-19 TWITTER DATA

by

Mohammadreza Sediqin

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Under the Supervision of Dr. Purushottam Papatla and Dr. Hossein Hosseini

SARS CoV-2 (COVID-19) was identified as the cause of severe respiratory disease in
China in 2019. It is a virus that will be transferred person-to-person by sneezing, cough-
ing, or talking. This phenomenon not only affects public health and economics but also
mental health as well. SARS-CoV-2 vaccines and wearing masks plays significant roles
in preventing the spread of the COVID-19 virus, but vaccine hesitancy and anti-mask
beliefs threaten the efficacy of the government orders in prevention and immunization
against Coronavirus. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been investigated from
different aspects, but few large-scale studies focus on the opinion of people toward gov-
ernment orders to wear face mask and get vaccination. The abundant data on online
social media however enables researchers to analyze people’s attitudes toward vaccina-
tion and the use of face mask. In this study, we use twitter API and scrape 340 million
COVID-19 tweets posted in the timeline of December 2020 to March 2021. Our goal is
to investigate how people respond to tweets about masking and vaccines as a means of
understanding sentiments towards both practices. Specifically, we focus on which tweets
about the topics tend to become viral relative to those that are neither retweeted nor
receive any replies. Toward this end, we split the dataset into three categories: 1) replied
tweets 2) retweeted tweets, and 3) no-engagement tweets which are tweets that receive
no response. We then deploy topic modeling to identify the most popular tweet topics in
each category. Furthermore, we filter tweets for vaccine and mask related hashtags and
use the algorithm,VADER to find the sentiment of these tweets. Our analysis indicates
a slight difference in the distribution of tweets with positive and negative sentiments
with vaccination or mask hashtags, with the dominant polarity of positive sentiments.
Despite the overall strength of positive stances, negative opinions about COVID-19 vac-
cines and masks remain among people who are hesitant towards wearing face masks and
vaccination. We also investigate and show that sentiments among Twitter users shift
from positive to negative and vice versa over time. The most probable reasons for the
domination of positive sentiments in tweets with vaccine and mask hashtags , appears
to be the belief that such tweets are providing accurate information and also because of
the risks of COVID-19 as discussed by well-regarded organizations. At the same time,
however, inaccurate information, mistrust of well-regarded organizations or media and
the influence of celebrities on their followers does push a segment of users into hesitancy
and negative views about masks and vaccination.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) syndrome was reported to be a global pandemic by the

World Health Organization (WHO) on March 11, 2020 [1]. It is a virus that spreads

by breathing in the air close to an infected person, or through the droplet infection

when someone coughs or sneezes.[2]. By March 2021, COVID-19 has caused about

131 million cases of infections and approximately 3 million deaths in the world. The

total number of infections and fatalities in the United States was about 33 million and

about 600.000 respectively by the same date. While many studies have been reported

on the various of influences of COVID-19 on public health prevention measures, there

are a few findings of the impact of the pandemic on people’s attitude. 1. For instance,

research has improved our knowledge about the spread of virus, self-protection and the

effectiveness of different vaccines. Similarly , there are several studies that focus on the

role of protective tools like face masks and social distancing in reducing the spread of

COVID-19. Pharmaceutical research has also advanced substantially. For instance, three

COVID-19 vaccines, Moderna and Janssen (Johnson Johnson) and Pfizer have received

authorization in the US, and 155,884,601 people, about 47% of the population in the

United States have completed a vaccination series by March 2021 2. While many people

got pharmaceutical treatment, individual protective measures, such as face masks and

practicing social distancing, remain an essential behavior for decreasing the spread of

the Coronavirus. The advantages of treatments and facial masks can only be obtained
1www.covid19.who.int
2www.usafacts.org
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Introduction

however when the majority of the population attend to be vaccinated or wear masks.

Hence, it is essential to understand the public’s viewpoints for and against vaccination

and wearing masks. This is where social media can provide an insight into opinions. Since

people share their beliefs and opinions on social media, such posts can be investigated

using text mining for such insights. Text mining is a technique to investigate and analyze

sentiments [3].

There are two sources to examine public health opinions, traditional surveys [4], and

social media where people share their attitudes about disease outbreaks [5, 6]. Due

to the ease in the accessibility to huge amount of online social network data, different

studies leverage such a data to evaluate their proposed approach, conduct experiments

and analyze people’s attitudes toward a specific topic [7, 8]. At the current pandemic,

people discuss related topics to COVID-19 vaccines and protective manners in social

media. Hence, users will be led to vaccine and mask hesitancy and negative trends when

they are exposed to wrong information [9]. According to the World Health Organization

(WHO) 3, vaccine hesitancy is named as one of the 10 main threats to global health [10].

For stopping COVID-19 transmission, Jeremy Howard et al. [11] recommend wearing face

masks, as an efficient form of source control and reduce the transmissibility of COVID-19

and the number of death. Moreover, misinformation will damage trust in public health

authorities and lead to decline in vaccine comprehension [12, 13]

In this study, we use Twitter dataset due to its popularity as a social media for dis-

cussions and explanations of opinions related to health information [14]. after cleaning

the dataset (340 million Tweets), we obtain sentiments and opinions of 359,906 openly

available vaccine-related Twitter posts with 351,589 U.S based tweets and 114,967 mask-

related tweets with 105,494 U.S. based tweets during four months from December 2020

to March 2021. We essentially concentrate on aspects of sentiments about vaccination

and wearing masks. We are interested in analyzing the change of sensation and opin-

ions shared on Twitter in different periods about vaccination as a COVID-19 treatment

and the commands of respecting social distance and wearing masks for decreasing virus

transmission. It is also interesting for us to investigate people’s attitudes toward selected
3www.who.int
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Introduction

words "masks", and "vaccine". We restrict our analysis to "mask" and " vaccine" words

as the most frequent hashtags and their sentiments distribution and changes among all

50 states of the United States. Our analysis show that tweets with mask and vaccine

hashtags have mostly positive sentiments indicating people’s inclination toward receiving

vaccine and wearing face covering during the pandemic.

The sections of the study are organized as follows. In chapter 2, we explain samples of

conducted related studies to our article. In chapter 3, we present the dataset and pre-

processing steps such as cleaning the data and using topic modeling to find the highest

frequency words . In chapter4, we state the study plan and the sentiment analysis meth-

ods, which include the procedure of text mining and detecting sentiments by applying

the Vader method on our dataset. In this chapter, we also represent the results based

on tweets shared in the united state and the frequency of different sentiments and their

changes during periods and find the reasons for emotions shifting. Finally, we conclude

our study in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

During last decades, we observe numerous studies focused on different aspects of social

network analysis from causal perspective [15, 16] to visualization [17, 18] and polarity

analysis [19]. Here, we review related work on attitude analysis in social media and

COVID-19 data, as well as researches on the sentiment of Tweets about COVID-19

vaccination and masks.

2.1 Sentiment analysis in social media

Some studies focus on evaluating different features of COVID-19 in social media, includ-

ing sentiment dynamics ShahriareSatu et al. [19] design an intelligent clustering-based

classification and topic extracting model named TClustVID to obtain important senti-

ments with high efficiency by analyzing tweets that are related to COVID-19.They use

different natural language processing techniques to propose a COVID-19 tweet analytical

model to extract important topics from Twitter datasets. Sentiment analysis of COVID-

19 Twitter posts found that most of the people, in spite of being emphasized and under

lockdown, appreciated the efforts of their governments and heroes like the health work-

ers, and police staff [20]. To classify sentiments on tweets in the more articulated class

of emotional strength (weakly positive/negative, strongly positive/negative). Nemes and

Kiss [21] propose a model to analyze the emotional nature of different tweets by using the

4



Background

Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) for emotional prediction and Natural Language Pro-

cessing to conclude and analyze the sentiments and signs (comments, hashtags, posts,

tweets) of the users of the Twitter social media. There are many types of research in the

sentiment analysis domain using Machine Learning and Deep learning models[22] uses

deep learning models to propose an achievement for sentiment classification. It applies

NLP for topic modeling to find the problems related to the Covid-19 dataset collected

from social media. They use LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM RNN) model

for stance classification.In another study Sanders et al. [23] work on a database for over

1 million tweets for five months from March to July in 2020 (march -July)to evaluate

public attitude regarding wearing the mask during the COVID-19 pandemic.They ap-

ply NLP, clustering, and sentiment analysis methods to determine that the frequency of

mask-related positive tweets has increased.

2.2 Covid-19 analysis on Social media

Except for stance analysis in social media, there are many studies focus on evaluating

other aspects of COVID-19 through social media, such as mental health. Gao et al. [7]

measure high outbreak of mental health problems and examines their connection with

social media.In another study, Valdez et al. [24] work on English language US tweets

collected from a public database obtain the correlation between using social media and

outbreak of mental issues during the COVID-19 pandemic. This study concludes that

heavy usage of social media may further increase negative feelings in the long term for

many users. using Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model they find the topic of the

tweets to analyze the hashtags and deploy Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment

Reasoner (VADER) tool to analyze all timeline tweets.

Wahbeh et al. [25] analyze COVID-19–related tweets posted by medical experts and test

their content to examine the gathered data to recognize relevant tweets concepts about

the pandemic. He uses machine learning methods and text analysis to identify topics

and ideas.In a similar study, Hussain, Amir et al. [26] use natural language processing

(NLP) and deep learning models to predict average sentiments and sentiment trends.
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2.3 Vaccination in Covid-19

Exploring the effect of Vaccination as one of the most successful interventions on prevent-

ing the covid-19 disease [27] has been central to many studies like Vaccine hesitancy[28]

that presents significant and dangerous effects on health areas all over the world [29, 30].

Thelwall et al. [31] Recognize the types of vaccine hesitancy information shared on

Twitter. They analyzed the tweets and obtain the reasons for vaccination hesitancy

which is addressing by misleading attitudes and distributing fear on Twitter as a popular

social media platform. Regardless of a general belief that points to a strong relationship

between liberals and anti-vaccination attitudes in the United States, Baumgaertner et

al. [32] conclude that there is strong evidence that mentions conservative people tend

toward this trend more. J. Hornsey et al. [33] express that anti-vaccination tweets by

President Trump increased their supporters’ anxiety about vaccination. He is known as

the first US president that declares anti-vaccination attitudes. Some other studies observe

shifts in people’s viewpoints about vaccination. Erika Bonnevie et al. [34] estimate that

vaccination opposition on Twitter by analyzing Tweets related to vaccine opposition.

The study shows that the rate of shifted ideas against vaccination increased. They

estimate that vaccine opponents are promoting opposition toward a COVID-19 vaccine

and promoting distrust in health authorities. There are some more studies in this area

[35] for example, H Dodd et al. [36] work on investigation of concerns and motivations

about COVID-19 vaccine to the reasons of being vaccinated. Jeffrey V. Lazarus et al.

[37] assess the determination of potential acceptance rates and factors that impact on

accepting COVID-19 vaccine by apply logistic regression on their dataset. Malik Sallam

[38] presents an up-to-date evaluation of COVID-19 vaccination acceptance rates all over

the world.In more studies , Goyen.G To et al. [39] work on the Twitter dataset during the

COVID-19 pandemic and recognize anti-vaccination tweets by assessing the performance

of different natural language processing (NLP) models on Twitter posts and Garay et al.

[40] analyze the stance and perception of the anti-vaccine in the social media platform by

using K-means clustering algorithm and Vader to find the sentiment of each tweet.There

are also Various conducted studies about analyses of vaccine-related Tweets to evaluate

people’s positions towards vaccination [41], and to obtain and recognize sentiments [9],

6
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dominant sentiments[42], and the relationship between Twitter users and most influential

users in approaching specific opinions [43].

2.4 Mask in Covid-19

Sentiment and topic modeling analysis has been employed in many aspects of COVID-19

to increase the research domains in this phenomenon. While many scientific types of

research have improved our awareness of the disease, vaccines are licensed and available

for all people especially in the United States, Despite all gains in this area, It still

remains crucial to have individual protecting manners, such as wearing the facial mask

and following social distancing rules, for lessening the spread of COVID19 1. Steffen

E.Eikenberry et al. [44] develop a model for evaluating the impact of masks in general

by using COVID-19 dataset based on New York and Washington. They approached that

face masks may strikingly reduce transmission of COVID-19. Many researchers like A.

Davies et al. [45] propose that masks may both protect the people who wear a mask from

getting infections. Abraham C. Sanders et al. [46] apply NLP, and sentiment analysis

techniques to mask-wearing tweets. They find that topic clustering and visualization-

based from relevant data reporting improvement in people perceptions about COVID-19

and its prevention. They also mention that the polarity of mask-related tweets has

increased. In another study, J Wu et al. [47] work on SARS patients as a controlled

case study and find that wearing masks is strongly protective. On the other hand,

some people have beliefs in opposition to the use of facial masks. He.Lu et al. [48]

propose classifiers to classify related tweets, and analyze the dataset to understand the

reason for those opposite trends of wearing the mask. They observe physical discomfort,

lack of effectiveness, and belief of wearing the mask is inappropriate for certain people

as the common reasons for the anti-mask trend [48]. Moreover, Qihuang Zhang et al.

[49] employ the Vader and NRC models, to estimate the sentiment polarity scores and

visualize the data in the pandemic period. They analyze sentiments of tweets based on

mask, vaccine, and lockdown. They propose connections between cases who are infected,

the relevant tweets, and the sentiment scores of tweets that are related to the Corona
1https://covid19.who.int/
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Virus.There is proof that a massive number of people about 88% support wearing masks,

They believe that wearing a mask should be a compulsory in public areas [50]. Qihuang

Zhang et al.indicate that while people have a positive attitude about COVID-19 and

masks, they have negative opinions about vaccines and lockdown. There are also some

studies to determine the reasons perception changes in mask-related tweets. For example,

Xueting Wang et al. [51] present a study that aims to examine public sentiments toward

COVID-19 on social media. They employ Vader to analyze the variances in sentiment

changes between California and New York or Jun Lang et al. [52] work on the stance of

tweets and the patterns of sentiment changes about mask-wearing tweets that are posted

in the United States. They present results that show the reason for the predomination

of positive sentiments in comparison with anti-mask views.

8



CHAPTER 3

PREPROCESSING

3.1 Data

We track online posts on social media regarding COVID-19 for December 2020 January,

February , and March 2021.Our primary focus is Twitter entries (tweets). The collected

full dataset includes more than three hundred and forty million tweets.There is a large

amount of data created per day. Machine learning methods can learn and predict im-

portant data from the dataset[53]. The main problem is that the efficacy of learning

Machine learning methods can be influenced by a poor quality dataset[54]. As a result,

primary data need to be pre-processed before being used with Machine learning models.

3.2 Data collection

We collect tweets from December 2020 to March 2021 by using Twitter streaming API

to serve particular keywords and accounts that are shared on Twitter. We also use

COVID-19 IDs from the repository of the university of southern California that gener-

ated and saved the tweets with Twitter’s standard search API [55]. The dataset contains

more than 340 million tweets from December first of 2020 to the last day of March 2021,

which is constructed of about two terabytes of dehydrated raw data.The dataset includes

9
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89detailed tweet attributes such as "ID", "geo", "text",created-at", and etc. The col-

lected tweets carry keywords related to COVID-19 including "Vaccine","Mask","SARS-

2","pandemic" ,and etc in a multi-layered selection process. First, we apply for a Twitter

developer account to have access to Tweets APIs. Then we generated Tweets with API,

and due to make a perfect dataset, we obtain the IDs of tweets from December 01, 2020,

to March 31, 2021, that contain COVID-19-related keywords from Chen et al.’s Github

repository of tweet IDs [55]. In next step, we use the Tweet Data Retrieving tool (Twarc)

Morstatter et al [56] to gather the information and attributes of tweet closely related to

these tweet IDs, covering the tweet content (text, Language,Hashtags, etc) and authors’

metainformation from these tweet-ids. We use attribute "lang" and "location" to filter

this dataset for English language tweets from the United States and obtain approximately

83 million tweets. The dataset contains three models of posting a tweet: (i) retweets (ii)

reply(iii) No engagement. Each of these models is used for different purposes. A reply

is an answer to a tweet, usually posted by another user, while it is possible to self reply.

A retweet is an action that allows other users to re-share another tweet that will appear

without any modifications. It is usually posted by other users while it’s possible for users

to retweet their own tweets and Finally, No engagement is a tweet that is not retweeted

and get no reply.In this section, we describe the process of selection and annotation of

the dataset.

Table 3.1: Size of dataset based on three categories

Category December January February March
The dataset 88,397,381 104,968,412 58,589,009 89,109,196

Number of tweets that received at least one reply 9,071,851 668,301 188,655 8,392,465
Number of tweets that have been retweeted 3,615,244 3,867,611 2,519,934 3,388,767

No-engagement 16,715,808 14,668,071 10,370,683 12,314,591

3.3 Methodology

In the first step we filter all tweets by "reply-count" ,"retweet-count" features to cate-

gorized our data in three categories (i) Retweet (ii) Reply(iii) No engagement.To have

a clean dataset, We eliminate some attributes which are less important and reduce the

number of features from 89 to 24 features.Then we obtain the top 20 hashtags on each

10
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tweet based on the frequency of all hashtags in each category. we use the 20 hashtags

because some of the high frequencies hashtags are the same like: COVID-19, coronavirus,

pandemic,Mask, and vaccination.

Table 3.2: The Frequency of top 10 Hashtags for January

RetweetHashtags Frequency Reply Hashtags Frequency No-engagement Hashtags frequency
COVID19 224055 COVID19 6045 COVID19 419041
coronavirus 41016 coronavirus 925 coronavirus 106743
lockdown 28813 Covid19 625 lockdown 72953
Covid19 ) 26606 covid19 522 covid19 70451
covid19 22882 COVID19. 411 covid 57200
COVID 18667 COVID 378 Covid19 49789
vaccine 13697 lockdown 376 WearAMask 37889

StayHome 13611 Covid 320 pandemic 34923
covid 13142 WearAMask 273 vaccine 33041

pandemic ) 13005 vaccine 248 CovidVaccine 22652

Table 3.3: The Frequency of top 10 Hashtags for February

RetweetHashtags Frequency Reply Hashtags Frequency No-engagement Hashtags frequency
COVID19 145873 COVID19 716 COVID19 249080
coronavirus 22872 coronavirus 93 coronavirus 61750
lockdown 13358 Covid19 70 covid19 43753
Covid19 16648 Covid19 60 covid 36631
COVID 12276 lockdown 34 lockdown 33789
vaccine 9818 WearAMask 31 Covid19 49789

pandemic 9031 vaccine 21 COVID 28239
WearAMask 6424 COVID19: 19 pandemic 23714

Covid 6399 COVID-19 17 vaccine 22963
CovidVaccine 3638 covid 17 WearAMask 18420

In the second step, we work on the text of each tweet by employing topic model analysis to

incorporate tweets text to appropriate topic and find keywords for the next analyses. For

selecting the keywords, We change all words to lower case, then eliminate punctuation,

stop words, and URLs. We apply topic modeling to obtain the different topics of COVID-

19 tweets and identify the keywords. We employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [57]

using Python’s scikit learn library on all datasets to extract 10 topics, which results in

the top 30 relevant terms with their frequencies in our dataset, and the number of each

word being represented in a topic.

By this model, we investigate that vaccine and mask are two of the most frequent words

in the most frequent topics in all three categories in each month. For example: For

Vaccine word, (i)tweets that got at least one reply: Overall term frequency is about

11
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10.000 in January and about 3000 in February. The estimated term frequency within

the selected topic is about 2000 in both months.

(ii) retweeted tweets: Overall term frequency is about 100.000 in January and about

70.000 in February. The estimated term frequency within the selected topic is about

90.000 and 30.000 each month respectively.

(iii)tweets that have not been retweeted or received a reply: Overall term frequency is

about 120.000 in January and about 100.000 in February. The estimated term frequency

within the selected topic is about 30.000 and 20.000 in each month respectively.

Considering the high-frequency hashtags and words in LDA model we work on "vaccine"

and "mask" hashtags for more analysis. We use regular expressions to recognize all

hashtags in the text from all tweets. Hashtags usually come with a prefixed symbol

related to the topic correlated with the tweet. We store all hashtags in our dataset and

extract all hashtags related to "vaccine" and "mask" to work for further analysis. Then

we filter the English dataset for tweets that include at least one of the relevant hashtags to

the vaccine. For filtering process , we use more than 4000 relevant hashtags to vaccine.

For example: "#vaccine","#vaccination","#covid19vaccine","#Modernavaccine" and

etc. This dataset includes 359,906 tweets in all three categories from December 2020 to

March 2021.

For analyzing tweets related to hashtag "mask", we filter the English dataset for tweets

that contain at least one hashtag related to the "mask". For filtering process, we use 3756

mask-related hashtags. For example: "#wearamask","#facemask","#covidmask","#maskup"

,and etc. This dataset includes 114,967 tweets in all three categories from December

2020to March 2021.

Table 3.4: The Number of Tweets in all 3 categories with "vaccine" hashtag

Month No-engaged tweets Tweets got reply Retweeted tweets
December 2020 66,288 927 23,845
January 2021 70,858 2,197 31,411
February 2021 44,435 565 72,971
March 2021 97,268 929 30,212
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Table 3.5: The Number of Tweets in all 3 categories with hashtag "mask"

Month No-engaged tweets Tweets got reply Retweeted tweets
December 2020 22,911 203 6,278
January 2021 29,832 479 5,845
February 2021 21,192 122 4,012
March 2021 18424 155 30,514

Figure 3.1: LDA of retweeted tweets for January

Figure 3.2: LDA of tweets that received at least one reply for January
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Figure 3.3: LDA of tweets that have not been retweeted or received a reply for
January
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CHAPTER 4

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Sentiment analysis offers us an opportunity to monitor changing inclinations in users’

viewpoints, especially in common topics based on COVID-19 tweets. The Valence Aware

Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) model is a lexicon and rule-based senti-

ment analysis tool for processing text and predicting sentiment [58]. VADER is designed

to find the sentiments of shared posts on social media based on their texts and words

[59]. In this study, we apply Vader to search and assign the polarity of ‘positive’, ‘neg-

ative’, or ‘neutral’ to each tweet. We start Preprocessing on the text of each tweet to

drop useless characters and words such as punctuations, links, etc. VADER outputs a

normalized value from [-1, 1]. Then we assign sentiments based on compound scores

given by VADER. Any tweet with a score of -0.05 or greater describes a positive stance,

a score of 0.05 or less describes a negative stance, and any score between those values

describes neutral sentiment.

4.1 Evolution of sentiments

There are three types of ideas in vaccine-related Twitter(vaccine hesitancy, pro-vaccine,

and vaccine opposition). Unlike pro-vaccine, Vaccine opposition ideas refer to beliefs

against vaccination, and vaccine hesitancy points to uncertain opinions about receiving

vaccines. There are also the same types of feelings based on Tweets related to masks. Pro

mask, Anti-mask, and mask hesitancy with positive, negative, and doubtful viewpoints,
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respectively. Unlike Anti-mask ideas, pro-mask refer to beliefs toward wearing masks

while Anti-mask indicates opinions against wearing the mask.

Two bar charts Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.8 represent the monthly distribution pattern of

positive, negative, and Neutral sentiments in all three categories to estimate the senti-

ment toward vaccination and wearing masks respectively among all vaccine and mask

related tweets in English-speaking countries such as: United States, Australia, India,

the United Kingdom, Canada, and Ireland.The tweets from these countries contain a

significant proportion of the total number of tweets that we collect in the study. The

figures vividly illustrate the frequency of positive, negative, and neutral sentiments based

on three categories in each month.
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Figure 4.1: Sentiment distribution for hashtag vaccine

4.2 Vaccine sentiment analysis

We use VADER to categorize the tweets into three sections of positive, negative, and

neutral. As shown in Figure 4.1, the frequency of positive tweets gains higher than

tweets with negative and neutral sentiments. The distribution of tweets indicates tweets

sentiments for and against vaccination and vaccine hesitancy in all three categories from

December to March. The bar chart displays that the vast majority of tweets are in favor

of vaccination by the frequency of 164,511 positive stances compare to the frequency of

negative sentiments with 82,969 tweets.

Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of tweets in each sentiment category. According to the

graph, 46.8% of the vaccine-related tweets are positive sentiments followed by the neutral

and negative categories with 29.6% and 23.6% of the tweets, respectively. The negative
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sentiments are related to a range of concerns about vaccination and caused by vaccine

opposition viewpoints such as doubts in vaccine safety and effects, political aspects, and

manufacturers. On the other hand, positive tweets are usually about scientific researches,

medical advice, and hope matters.

Figure 4.2: Sentiment polarities of tweets for hashtag vaccine

4.3 Sentiment polarities of tweets for hashtag vaccine in

United States

The first case of COVID-19 in the United States was reported on January 19, 2020[60].

All 50 U.S states reported cases by mid of March 2019. [61] For presenting the sentiments

based on population, we examine tweets from the United States and exclude tweets with

a location outside of the United States. We filter the vaccine dataset based on the United

States location and obtain the sentiment frequency of tweets in each state. California,

the most populous and the third-largest U.S. state by area, contains the most positive

frequency among all 50 states by 2,577 positive stances and followed by New York and

Washington DC with 1,801, and 1,379 positive sentiments, respectively. On the other

hand, for Anti-vaccine opinions, a similar allocation is consistent with differences in

frequency. Wyoming state as the least populated U.S. state with a population of 576,412
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people contains the lowest sentiment frequency with only 11 positive sentiments and 3

negative sentiments.

Figure 4.3: Map of positive sentiment distribution in the United States

We use Map Maker1 to have a colorful map of all states of the United States. Figure

4.3 displays a map of positive sentiment distribution scores seen in each state of the

United States. The states with darker colors contain the highest distribution of posi-

tive sentiments. Conversely, the states with lighter colors show less positive sentiment

distribution. California with 14.73%, New York with 10.69%, Dc with 7.48%, and Mas-

sachusetts with 6.2% are among states with the most positive sentiment.In addition,

these states are in the top 10 democratic states 2

Figure 4.5 illustrates the map of negative sentiment distribution in each state of the

United States. The darker the color of states indicates the highest negative sentiments

frequency. In opposite, the lighter the color of state shows the lowest negative sentiments

frequency. California with 17.45%, DC with 7.53%, and Florida with 6.31% are among

the states with the most anti-vaccine inclinations. Moreover, Florida is a state under

Republican control3.
1www.paintmaps.com
2www.worldpopulationreview.com
3www.atr.org
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Figure 4.4: percentage of positive sentiment distribution in the United States

Figure 4.5: Map of negative sentiment distribution in the United States

Our results present information for the problems in geographical regions with lower levels

of COVID-19 vaccine comprehension that causes vaccine hesitancy and anti-vaccination

beliefs. The system of controlling the state (Democrat/Republic), religion, and education

have effects on anti-vaccination messages [62, 63].
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Figure 4.6: percentage Negative sentiment distribution in the United States

Table 4.1: Top 10 states in positive sentiment

State Positive Negative Neutral
California 2577 1217 1531
New York 1871 848 1181

Washington DC 1309 525 672
Massachusetts 1085 324 485

Texas 1023 391 695
Florida 929 440 629
Illinois 715 240 461

Pennsylvania 700 384 444
Maryland 598 127 255

North Carolina 594 206 399

4.4 Trends of vaccine-related sentiments in COVID-19 Tweets

The US is now (early July 2021) in an excellent situation globally, where it has more

vaccines available for people who are enthusiastic about receiving. New reports have

indicated that overall, 155,884,601 people or 47% of the population in the United State

got their second vaccine doses, and they are fully vaccinated4. figure 4.7 reveals that the

patterns of sentiments and beliefs have changed in response to vaccine-related results

during four months. In general, the positive stance about the COVID-19 vaccine is the

dominant polarity on Twitter. The strong positive sentiment contains tweets that include

operations related to vaccination posts that shared on Twitter such as: "What you’re

looking at here is essentially increasing the vaccination rate for the city from, well, by
4https://usafacts.org
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Table 4.2: Top 10 states with Negative sentiment

State Positive Negative Neutral
California 2577 1217 1531
New York 1871 848 1181

Washington DC 1309 525 672
Florida 929 440 629
Texas 1023 391 695

Pennsylvania 700 384 444
Massachusetts 1085 324 485

Illinois 715 240 461
North Carolina 594 206 399

Georgia 474 198 275

about 50% to 70%, which is very, very significant" , " COVID19 vaccine will be given

free ".

Figure 4.7: sentiment pattrens in the United States

Surprisingly, by the variation in the portion of positive tweets, we recognize that positive

public sentiment erosion from early Jan to late Feb 2021. We attempt to identify mass

perceptions by working on tweets texts to recognize the reasons that may affect users’

feelings and change positive sentiments into neutral or negative territory.

For example: "This pretty 32-year-old doctor has suffered sudden inflammation of the

brain leading to convulsions and breathing difficulties half an hour after receiving the

Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine", "Not all of the COVID19 vaccines being tested

have been successful and many have fallen by the wayside", " the COVID19 vaccine
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doesn’t stop you spreading or contracting the "virus", and "vaccines/meds may have

unexpected sideeffects not seen in the trials. It’s ESSENTIAL to share info of these

so we can learn amp; adapt to save lives/reduce risk! ". According to the examples,

misinformation effects on losing the enthusiasm or confidence of receiving vaccines which

may change the users’ opinion from positive to negative and finally reduce the number of

positive sentiments. Publishing reports of logical and positive results from governments

and validated organizations can be quite helpful to prevent the decay of positive public

perceptions about vaccination. In addition, the vaccine must be shown to the public to

be tested several times to be authorized and announced [64]. To increase the motivation

of receiving vaccines, people need to be convinced about the effectiveness of the vaccine

and how strict the conducted clinical trials have been.

4.5 Vaccine Sentiment analyzing per IDs

In this step, we work on Negative and positive sentiments per IDs, and the sentiments

shift to determine how effective the Twitter discussions related to COVID-19 vaccination

are and the pattern of sentiment changes during 4months. We filter the dataset based

on id and their sentiments and obtain the number of shifts and how the trends have

changed. We gain 256,079 ids with Positive, Negative, and Neutral sentiments.

• Sentiment Shifts in General :

In this step, we filter all tweets with at least one sentiment and calculate the

Frequency distribution of sentiment changes, regardless of positive to negative or

vice versa, to identify the number of ids and their opinions changes. We gain

256,079 ids with at least one sentiment(Positive, Negative, Neutral). There are

5,318 ids with at least one shift from negative to positive views compare with

12,495 ids with at least one exchange from positive to opposite opinions.

• Positive to Negative sentiment shifts :

Our sentiment scoring method declares that the number of negative sentiments

increased from early February to late March in 2021. But it is not alarming because

of the growth of the portion of positive sentiment across the same periods.
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Table 4.3: Number of sentiment changes pr ID

Positive to Negative per ID Negative to Positive per ID
No change 16,582 23,758

1-50 12,460 5,301
51-100 22 15
101-150 6 1
151-200 3 0
201-250 1 0
251-300 0 1
301-350 0 1
351-400 1 0
401-450 0 1
450-500 0 0
584 1 0
598 1 0
3670 1 0

In this step, We obtain that 16,582 IDs that have positive sentiments have not

changed their views while 12,460 IDs change their opinions at least for one time

until 50 times. In addition, some specific IDs have too many sentiments changes,

for instance, 3,670 changes by one Twitter id. These Ids point to the tweets shared

with Celebrities and Organizations. There are many factors and features that cause

shifts of sentiment from positive to negative, and those shifts are not necessarily

reflected in the loss of trust in vaccines. Another reason that has effects on this

opinion shifting is fake and inaccurate information. For example: "Beware of inac-

curate information says @WHO", "So... Americans who are *so afraid* to get the

Chinese Virus are, let me get this straight... going to intentionally infect themselves

with the cov? HEALTHY PEOPLE SHOULD NOT GET VACCINATED" , "So

what’s the Government gonna do when people die from the mandatory COVID19

vaccine? Vaccines are safe for the vast majority, not for all." , and "There seems to

be confusion regarding the efficacy of vaccine for COVID19. Frankly it’s foolhardy

to expect a magic potion so soon. Scientists, research bodies and governments are

trying. Meanwhile the onus is on the individual. Remember even god helps those

who help themselves". There could also be some irregular emphasis on some ex-

amples of people falling ill after taking the first or both COVID-19 vaccine dose/s
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or deviate results such as deaths after taking the vaccine. Descriptive tweets con-

vinced other people to change their minds about vaccination:"Vaccine notice: I’m

feeling the pain in my body especially my arm, a headache, and got fever a day

after the first shot of vaccine." , "I would never receive the vaccine if I knew it

would put me in sick.","after the second dose of vaccine, I couldn’t even walk for

a day".While there is a common concern about some anxiety posts, most people

seem to agree to be vaccinated. , as demonstrated by tweets such as: "second

vaccine dose made me sick. but I am still so thankful and hopeful " . Possibly, a

significant challenge has appeared when some news and information were shared

by the gossip of people who are affected by vaccinations or even died because of

the vaccine. "This is serious. Production of this vaccine must be stopped. The risk

of serious reactions, infertility in women or death is far too high in relation to the

extremely low risk of death from the virus itself. Proceeding with the rollout of this

vaccine is insanity. ","Many asking if Pfizer vaccine on COVID19 is safe. No. It is

not. Only fools rush in, ’advisory’ agreement only amp; still won’t immunise you

from getting COVID or side effects. Trail data has been hidden by @BorisJohnson

amp; pfizer, trails had to be stopped, amp; had deaths. So then...". Such fearful

and hopeless posts spread fast on social media and impact every person’s viewpoint

about vaccination.

• Negative to Positive sentiment shifts :

Our result illustrates that positive sentiments are dominant from early September

2020 to late March 2021. In this step, We gain that 23,758 IDs have negative

sentiments without any shifts in contrast with 5,301IDs that change their senti-

ments from negative to positive at least once to 50 times. Moreover, It is shown in

our result that many sentiment changes are done by some definite users with their

unique ids that point to celebrities and Organizations’ Twitter accounts.

The number of positive sentiments and the pattern of its growth demonstrate that

people are agreed with vaccination and are willing to take the vaccine. Several

factors may impact sentiment switching from negative to positive. We observe

positive beliefs towards the COVID-19 vaccine. Tweets with positive opinions
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spread hope and illustrate positive perceptions derived from the high confidence

and trust that people have about vaccines and their effectiveness. For example:

"The fastest way to end the COVID19 pandemic is to make safe and effective

vaccines available to everyone on the planet. Tell pharma to pool all knowledge,

intellectual property amp; data together for the benefit of all. The fastest way to

end the COVID19 pandemic is to make safe and effective" , "Much hope has been

placed in the COVID19 vaccine being the â€~silver bulletâ€™ to the pandemic

and getting back to normal...vaccines available to everyone on the planet". The

process of making vaccines accessible among people and sharing valid positive news

from validated sources are other two reasons that may affect increasing the portion

of positive sentiments by changing negative views to positive. For instance: "Those

who couldnâ€™t get registered on CoWIN amp; are not able to access the Internet

can go to any centre amp; opt for walk-in vaccination facility. They just have

to carry their identity proof with them","Vaccines in US are free and do not need

your Social Security number" , "The Covid-19 vaccination program is making great

progress, but scammers are doing the best to take money from people. The vaccine

is free. Ignore any requests which say you need to hand over payment information

in order to receive it".

4.6 Mask sentiment analysis

The coronavirus has caused an unusual public health disaster all over the world. The

strong awareness-raising of COVID-19 has made various titles and discussions like con-

sidering the usage of facial masks as a necessary individual protective manner for safety

and quite spreading the virus. SE Eikenberry et al [44] proved that facial masks have

effects on death caused by COVID-19. They explained that wearing masks reduces the

mortality rate by more than 20% by the condition of being worn by more than 80%

of the general public. So the benefits of facial masks can only be achieved when most

people wear them [65]. Wearing facial masks in the US became a major topic while some

countries such as Singapore, South Korea, and China have reached this goal[66].
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In our study, We use VADER to identify and categorize related tweets, followed by a

content sentiment analysis of a subset of the tweets to determine the number of sentiment

changes for and against mask-wearing. We provide three categories of positive, negative,

and neutral sentiment . Figure 4.8, illustrates that tweets with neutral sentiments earned

higher rates than the other two categories of Negative and Positive sentiments. It displays

tweets sentiments for, against, and neutral ideas about wearing the mask in all three

categories from December 2020 to March 2021. Figure 4.8 demonstrates that a large

number of tweets have neutral sentiments about wearing facial masks by the frequency

of 45,398 stances and followed by positive sentiments with 41,128 sentiments and negative

sentiments by 20,059 tweets.

The higher rate of Neutral stance distribution than Negative sentiments shows that

people are more doubtful than being unsatisfied about wearing face masks.
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Figure 4.8: Sentiment distribution for hashtag mask

Figure 4.9 vividly demonstrates the percentage of tweets in each sentiment section. The

neutral sentiments are 42.6% of the tweets followed by the positive and negative feelings

with 38.6% and 18.8% of the tweets, respectively. The negative opinions are related

to concerns of individual protective manners like wearing face masks caused by mask

opposition viewpoints such as doubts in wearing facial masks, their safety, and effects

attributes. On the contrary, tweets with positive sentiments are normally based on

scientific researches, medical suggestions, and hope matters to stop spreading the virus,

especially in public areas. According to Figure4.8, positive sentiments are dominant in all

categories except in the no-engagement(tweets that got no reply and no retweet) dataset

in January and February.
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Figure 4.9: Sentiment polarities of tweets for hashtag mask

4.7 Sentiment polarities of tweets for hashtag mask in United

States

Unlike other measures to fight against Coronavirus, wearing face masks has remained

uncertain [67]. At the moment that some countries such as China commanded wearing

face masks, the US and UK were in doubt of accepting and using this plan to decrease the

rate of virus transmission [66, 68]. Finally, In early April, federal officials modified their

guidelines and commanded that people in all states need to wear masks to reduce the

COVID-19 transmission because some people are asymptomatic transmitters. Moreover,

based on the analysis of COVID-19 cases in Beijing, the chance of virus transmission

was 79% lower in families that at least one member had worn a mask, contrasted to the

families that were on the opposite side of using face masks and none of them used it [69].

To gain the sentiments based on community, we analyze tweets from the United States

and eliminate tweets from other locations. We clean the mask dataset derived from the

United States and collect the Sentiment repetition of tweets in each state.

According to our results, California includes the most positive frequency among all 50

states by 1,706 positive stances and followed by New York and Texas with individually

660 and 569 positive sentiments. On the other hand, we obtain similar states at the

top for negative sentiments. (California by 587, Texas by 272, and New York with 250

negative sentiments). Wyoming state includes the lowest positive sentiment frequency
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Table 4.4: Top 10 states with positive sentiment

State Positive Negative Neutral
California 1706 587 981
New York 660 250 380
Texas 569 272 362
Florida 349 143 182

Massachusetts 283 144 131
Georgia 263 86 145

Washington 254 102 87
Pennsylvania 252 85 207

Ohio 241 51 79
Illinois 228 93 129

Table 4.5: Top 10 states with Negative sentiment

State Positive Negative Neutral
California 1706 587 981
Texas 569 272 362

New York 660 250 380
Massachusetts 283 144 131

Florida 349 143 182
Washington DC 225 116 116
Washington 254 102 87
Arizona 179 93 144
Illinois 228 93 129

North Carolina 178 88 111

among other U.S states. It contains only two stances in positive and negative opinions.

In addition, Alaska, the largest U.S. state by the area( Larger than the total area of the

three largest states Texas, California, and Montana), contains four positive sentiments

and one sentiment on the opposite side.

We provide a colorful map from the U.S States by MapMaker to illustrate the distribution

of positive and negative sentiments in all 50 states. Figure 4.10 shows a map of favorable

sentiment allocation in each state of the United States. The states with the darker green

color include the highest distribution of positive sentiments. Conversely, lighter colors

show the states where have less positive opinions distribution in using face masks.

Among the 50 states, California with 22.49%, followed by New York and Texas with more

than 16% of all distribution of positive sentiments, have shown as the states with the

most pro-masks trends. Unlike the Democratic-led states, the Republican States were

less likely to follow the health order of wearing face masks. By the first order of wearing
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Figure 4.10: positive sentiment distribution in the United States in mask

facial masks, some states, such as Arizona, Georgia, and Texas, tried to prevent localized

health orders requiring face masks, but later the governors of those states changed their

minds and stances to fight with COVID-195. Our outcomes in Figure 4.10 and Figure

4.11 display information about geographical regions and their trends in mask-related

comprehension.

Figure 4.11: percentage of positive sentiment distribution in the United States based
on wearing mask

5https://www.washingtonpost.com/
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We also perform the same process to obtain negative sentiments distribution map. Figure

4.12 demonstrates Anti-mask sentiments distribution in each state of the United States.

The darker the yellow color of states means the highest negative sentiments frequency.

On the other hand, the lighter the color of state points to the lowest Anti-mask senti-

ments frequency. Depending on a Pew Research survey established in fall 2020, 19% of

Republicans consider masks and the act of wearing masks as a pandemic-related hard-

ship, and 27% were doubtful about wearing masks and the hardness of the COVID-19

pandemic while comparing to Democrats 31% declared concerns about politicizing the

safety commands and rules. The rests were those who do not care about the pandemic.

For example, a republican responded to the survey that “The entire unnecessary shut-

down of the country got my husband furloughed for 9 weeks, more government overreach

with mask orders, people are just so terrified to live it’s disgusting, so the ones of us

like me who aren’t scared get treated like we are awful people” or a democrat declared

his opinion “Customers complaining about masks and not wearing them are both the

biggest personal issues COVID has caused. The maskless customers are usually ruder

than other people”6.

Figure 4.12: Anti-Mask distribution in the United States

The three states of California with 19.37% followed by Texas and New York totally with

18% are the states with the most anti-mask inclinations among all 50 U.S states. Our
6https://www.pewresearch.org/
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results represent knowledge for the problem of geographical regions with lower levels of

COVID19 wearing mask comprehension that causes anti-vaccination beliefs. The system

of state government states, physical discomfort and the negative effects of wearing masks

have impacts on anti-mask messages[48].

Interestingly, based on our figures, it is vividly demonstrated that California and New

York are two states located at the top three states with the most frequency in both

negative and positive sentiments, while Alaska and Wyoming are two other U.S states

that contain the lowest rate in both negative and positive stances. The reasons for these

results would refer to their population, geographic location, and the number of educated,

religious people in each state.

Figure 4.13: percentage Anti-Mask distribution in the United States

4.8 Trends of mask-related sentiments in COVID-19 Tweets

The United state now (early July 2021) stays in a wonderful position in contrast with

other countries, where 47% of the population in the United State are fully vaccinated

and wearing mask mandates are coming down over the U.S. Based on the Centers for

Disease Control (CDC) announcement, fully vaccinated people no longer need to wear

masks or follow the social distance regulation7.
7https://www.nbcnews.com/
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Figure 4.14 describes that the patterns of sentiments and opinions have changed in mask-

related tweets during four months. In general, the positive sentiments about wearing

masks are the dominant polarity on Twitter. The strong favorable trends contain tweets

that include viewpoints related to mask posts such as: "CDC recommends the use of

cloth face coverings to supplement social distancing in fight against spread of covid19".

The Neutral sentiments as the highest rate of sentiments after positive ones include posts

like " Has to be fake. I really doubt facial masks work well . can trust CDC?!"

Figure 4.14: Mask sentiments pattern in the United States

As Figure 4.14 shows, we realize that positive public sentiment decreases from early

September 2020 to late January 2021 and from February to March after a sharp rise

from January to late February. We try to recognize the reasons for such perceptions by

working on tweets text contents that would have led such a volume of positive opinions

into neutral or negative territory. For example: "So why would masking help with Covid?

Well... it doesnt! who knows???" , " I cannot breath well while I’m wearing mask" , " we

are immuned by defult. No need to wear mask or get vaccine" , " *important notification*

masks have more opposite insights that positive point. wearing mask brings out more

diseases in a long time of usage."

Some specific factors affect the changes in the number of positive sentiments to nega-

tive or neutral stances. For example, a wide range of wrong information and physical

problems like uncomfortably breathing would drop confidence and increase uncertainty
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among people about wearing masks [48]. Moreover, the attitudes and manners of famous

people about Wearing face masks can change their followers’ ideas. For instance: Pres-

ident Trump displayed opposition about wearing masks in public media 8, and did not

order to use face masks at his gatherings and other public campaign events for the 2020

presidential election 9. Sharing articles of logical and positive consequences from govern-

ments and validated organizations working on the COVID-19 area can be beneficial to

prevent the failure of positive public perceptions and motivate people to use facial masks

in at least public areas.

4.9 Mask Sentiment analyzing per IDs

In this step, we work on sentiments per IDs, and sentiments changes on both sides of

positive and negative to define how the opinions shared in Twitter to COVID-19 about

wearing masks have changed during 4months. We filter the dataset based on ID feature

and their sentiments to gain the number of changes and how their trends have changed.

• Sentiment Shifts in General :

In this step, we filter all tweets with at least one sentiment and calculate the

total number of sentiment changes without paying attention to specific shifts from

positive to negative or vice versa. We try to identify the number of ids and their

sentiments changes. We gain a whole number of 106,585 ids with at least one

sentiment (Positive, Negative, Neutral). There are 4,762 ids with at least one shift

from positive to negative and 2,217 ids with at least one change from negative to

positive.

• Positive to Negative sentiment shifts :

Our sentiment estimation method indicates that the number of positive sentiments

decreased two times once from early December to late January in 2021 and from

the first day of February until the end of March after sharp growth in January. It is

not alarming due to two reasons. First, the graph shows the decay in the number of
8www.time.com , www.npr.org
9www.azcentral.com , www.politico.com
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Table 4.6: Number of sentiment changes pr ID

Positive to Negative per ID Negative to Positive per ID
No change 5,564 8,109

1-50 4,721 2,211
51-100 32 2
101-150 3 1
151-200 3 1
201-250 3 0
251-300 0 0
319 0 1
489 0 1

negative sentiments across the same periods. Second, Figure 4.14 displays that the

general opinions are toward wearing masks and dominant polarity on Twitter. In

this step, We gain 5,564 IDs that have positive sentiment have not switched their

beliefs, while 4,721 IDs exchange their opinions at least one to fifty times. Moreover,

three IDs have between 200 to 250 sentiment shifts. These IDs belong to celebrities

and COVID-related organization’s Twitter accounts. The change of sentiment from

positive to negative can be caused by many factors and features such as religion,

beliefs, physical issues like specific allergies, and adverse reactions. Other reasons

that affect the sentiment changes refer to wrong information shared by users and

the manner of famous people against wearing masks like the U.S. Surgeon General

mentioned in his tweet that "Seriously people- STOP BUYING MASKS! They are

NOT effective in preventing the general public from catching Coronavirus, but if

healthcare providers can’t get them to care for sick patients, it puts them and our

communities at risk! ". More examples in anti-mask opinions: "Masks kill people,

breathing in your own carbon monoxide is poison.and it weakens your immune

system" No Christian should be living in fear ... only fear of God","Even N95

masks don’t make any difference at all, just like all randomized studies show"

,"Yesterday I heard this old lady where I live say she wears a mask everywhere in

public. She said that her c0vid19 test is positive. how would it have happened?

I never wear mask. I do believe that it doesn’t have prevention effects","Cannot

get my head round how stupid people are. This poor lady is hospital with covid

pregnant. It sucks. But she STILL FUCKING believes that wearing masks work
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even though she clearly wears hers and yet still caught covid".

• Negative to Positive sentiment shifts :

Our results demonstrate that positive sentiments are dominant in all four months,

while the negative stances are decreased gradually from December 2020 to March

2021. In this part, We obtain that 8,109 IDs have negative sentiments without

any changes in contrast with 2,211 IDs that change their sentiments from negative

to positive less than 50 times. Furthermore, two unique IDs have 319 and 489

sentiment changes that point to celebrities and Covid-Related Companies. The

pattern of positive sentiments growth and the decay in the number of Anti-mask

trends express that people are willing to use protective tools against COVID-19

and tend to quite the virus transmission.

Various factors may influence shifting sentiment from negative to positive. We rec-

ognize positive sentiment towards the COVID-19 mask. Most tweets with positive

sentiments contain the fear of getting the Coronavirus with its negative sides and

many viewpoints about who supports Anti-mask. For example:

"I had three patients this morning who said they were not going to wear masks

" , "please wear your mask when ordering/interacting with drive thru workers.

They are frontline and deserve protection, as do you. " "Face mask are no longer

required in Texas as a main Anti-mask state. Now we’re all gonna know how ugly

people are. I’ll still be wearing mine..." , "Unless you are a service worker and have

to deal with people who have no consideration for your safety... their rights are

more important than your health .They are really stupid" , "Anti maskers act like

people who want to wear mask wanted to wear one. Like no, we just donâ€™t want

to be sick or be responsible for getting someone else sick ."Trump supporters that

were against wearing masks and went to many Trump rallies without respecting

protective manners are the main source of spreading coronavirus. All of sudden

he is taking the virus seriously because it is affecting him." , "Those anti-maskers

will kill over someone impeding on their freedom to spread Covid. BackTheBlue

anti-maskers CopKilled Man who killed New Orleans officer was denied entry into
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game for not wearing mask" , "Most idiots I see think it’s all over...no masks, chat-

ting in the street, no social distancing... Sleepwalking into another lockdown and

thousands more deaths". Another reason that changed many beliefs about wear-

ing mask into positive sides are the reaction of celebrities and academic researchers

about wearing masks, for example, Bernie Sanders: "I am once again asking you to

wear a mask." JOHN W. LUNDIN(Lawyer, Historian, Author) : "Wearing masks

is not a political statement, it is an IQ test".

4.10 Limitation

There are some limitations in using the Twitter dataset. Twitter expresses public in-

teraction and does not represent all populations of the United States. Active users in

Twitter are only 15% of adults between 18 to 29 years old that tend to participate in

discussions in this online social media than the overall population. About 16.5% of the

American population was 65 years old or over 2021 and would not use social media10.

In addition, active and passive users are more widespread than users who post randomly

[70]. So the specific sentiments can be biased[71] thus, careful analysis and predictions

are needed. Moreover, Twitter bots are programmed and employed to copy, share and

spread the content of specific topics daily. These kinds of tweets could be tricks and

fakes and can have significant effects on the perceptions of the real Twitter users[72].

10https://www.statista.com/
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The Coronavirus causes many difficulties to the public and has significant effects on every

individual daily life. It is essential to work on public attitudes in reacting to all measures

against the COVID-19 pandemic and assess its impacts on mental health. In this study,

we conduct sentiment analysis of the tweets in all 50 states of the united state on the

most frequent topics related to COVID-19 including, face masks and vaccines. We apply

topic modeling and Vader methods to obtain the most frequent words and the sentiments

of tweets relevant tweets.

Our visualization of sentiment scores presents information about the users’ reactions

to the virus ,vaccination and wear masks . The statistics and figures illustrate the

trend of public and individual sentiments and their changes in different periods from

December 2020 to March 2021. Our results show the difference in the frequency of

positive, negative, and neutral stances in both vaccination and wearing masks, with the

dominant polarity of positive sentiments. Regardless of the overall strength of positive

opinions, negative feelings about COVID-19 vaccines and wearing masks remain among

people besides vaccination hesitancy.

By reading the text of tweets and another papers related to the reason of perceptions

and sentiments, The most probable the main reasons for sentiment changes appears to

be the belief that such tweets are providing accurate information and also because of

the COVID-19 as discussed by well-regarded organizations such as CDC increased the
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Conclusion

user’s knowledge about negative insights of COVID-19 and led them to be more careful

about their health. At the same time, however, inaccurate information, mistrust of

well-regarded organizations or media, and the impact of celebrities on their followers

does push a segment of users into hesitancy and negative viewpoints about masks and

vaccination.
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